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Important Update Information

Before attempting to install Exact Macola ES version ES9.6.700 or update, verify that .Net 3.5 and .Net 

4.0 Client are installed on the workstations. Exact Macola ES will not install or update without these. 

Important Report Information

SSRS Reports
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If you are using SSRS reports, use the new SSRS Report Manager to set up the connection to the 

reporting server and deploy the reports. The SQL Report button on various reports is inactive until you 

use the SSRS Report Manager. For more information, refer to Exact Macola ES9.6.300 enhancement 

document 25.949.028 and the Exact Macola help.

Crystal Reports

Exact Macola ES version ES9.6.700 uses the SAP Crystal 2011 Service Pack 15 runtime component for 

all Crystal reports. If you are updating from a version prior to ES9.5.800, installing or updating to Exact 

Macola ES version ES9.6.700 removes the previous Crystal reports runtime version (Crystal XI (Release 

2) and Crystal 10). All Crystal reports in Exact Macola ES were converted to Crystal 2011 in version 

ES9.5.800. Also, all Crystal reports in Exact Macola ES version ES9.6.700 should be modified only with 

Crystal Reports 2011.

You should back up any modified report that you are using. To continue using any modified report that 

you launch from the Exact Macola ES menu, you must update it using SAP Crystal Reports 2011. Refer 

to document 23.709.392 for instructions. (These instructions refer to Exact Macola ES version 

ES9.5.800; however, they also apply to version ES9.6.700.) If you run a modified report within Crystal, 

you should still be able to run it in your current version of Crystal.

Power users cannot run the Crystal installation. If the installation program detects that a power user is 

running the Exact Macola ES update, a message box opens indicating that an administrator must run 

the Crystal install. After the power user clicks OK, the ES update continues. After a power user receives 

this message, if an administrator logs in and opens Exact Macola ES, the ES update runs automatically 

and the installer changes the Crystal install from per user to per workstation. The installer does this by 

uninstalling the per user installation and installing the per workstation installation. The administrator 

can also run the WSETUP.EXE on the workstation, if the power user receives the message.

If the administrator is running the update, the message box is not displayed. The Exact Macola ES 

Update changes the Crystal install to per workstation. The administrator must be an administrator of 

the workstation. The administrator does not have to be an Exact Macola ES administrator or a SQL 

Server administrator.

Update Checklist

You should print and complete the update checklist when performing an update. This checklist can help 

guide you through a smooth update and installation process. Please read document 15.784.289. (This 

document opens in a new window.)

Update Instructions

Specific update instructions are available in document 27.163.725.

Customized Menus

If you used the Customize Menu function to change the Exact Macola ES menu, complete the following 

two steps before updating: 1) Run the Customize Menu function and click the Create Script button to 

save your menu changes. 2) Remember where you saved the SQL script with the menu changes. 

After updating Exact Macola ES, execute the SQL script in the SQL Server Query Analyzer to restore 

your customized menu.

Credit Card Functionality and PCCharge
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If you are using the Exact Macola ES credit card functionality and PCCharge and are updating from 

Exact Macola version ES9.5.900 or earlier, there are additional fields on the Order Entry Setup screen 

that you must complete after you update to Exact Macola ES version ES9.6.700. During the update 

process, a new message indicates this: "New functionality has been added to the credit card processing 

for PC Charge. Please update the Credit Card setup section in Order Entry setup to continue processing 

credit card payments". New fields on the Order Entry screen that you must complete are Server IP and 

Server Port. The message is displayed once per company (database). You will not see the message on 

any new company or demo company. The message appears only for companies that have PC Charge 

set up for credit card processing. After you complete the update process (and update Exact Synergy if 

you are using it as well), run Exact Macola ES, open the Order Entry Setup screen, and complete the 

new fields for credit card functionality.

Enhancements

This is a list of enhancements available in this release of Exact Macola. Refer to the attachment in 

Synergy document 27.166.291 for details.

Inventory Management: In Transit Items on Order get Locked as Status Changes

Standard Costing: Multiple Locations in Standard Costing

System Manager: On screens when using the Sky View skin, "Cancel" button changed to "Close"

Quality Fixes

To see a list of quality fixes addressed in this release of Exact Macola ES, refer to document 

27.166.238.

Database and Screen Changes

To see a list of database and screen changes in this release of Exact Macola ES, refer to document 

27.168.071.

Crystal Report Changes

To see a list of changed Crystal reports in this release of Exact Macola ES, refer to document 

27.166.862. If you have a modified version of any report on the list, you should test it, preferably on 

one workstation before copying to all workstations.

SQL Server Reporting Services Report Changes

To see a list of changed SSRS reports in this release of Exact Macola ES, refer to document 27.167.782. 

You must redeploy the SSRS reports to your reporting server after updating Exact Macola ES.

Warehouse Management System

Warehouse Management System version 9.6.0.701 is available with Exact Macola ES version 

ES9.6.700. This version of WMS includes corrections listed on the Exact Macola ES quality fix list. If you 

are updating from a version prior to 9.5.12, you may wish to see the specific WMS release notes for 

9.5.12 in document 20.044.509. Subsequent WMS changes have been included with the standard Exact 

Macola ES release notes.
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Exact Business Analytics (EBA)

Important Note for all customers with customized EBA: Running the Exact Macola ES version 

ES9.6.700 update automatically replaces the EBA SQL Views in your database. The new standard 

scripts are placed under the EBA subdirectory, within the installation directory (for example: 

C:\Program Files\Exact Software\EBA). If you, or an EBA consultant, have made specific customizations 

to these SQL Views, you will need to re-apply those customizations after the update is complete. Please 

check with your EBA consultant if you have any questions regarding this.

This release includes the EBA 5.0 release. EBA version 5.0 includes "Express Users" equal to the 

quantity of existing Exact Macola ES licensed users at no additional cost. As a result, your employees 

now have a unique opportunity to explore the benefits of EBA.

For additional information about the EBA Express User Interface, read document 15.710.841. (This 

document opens in a new window.)

The Embedded EBA functionality also includes access to four existing Analytic Integrations including 

Sales, Inventory and Purchasing, Manufacturing, and Financials, as well as site licenses to match your 

existing company count and synchronized user access between Exact Macola ES and EBA.

After performing the steps from the Update Checklist for this release, complete the following:

1. Read the installation and setup document for EBA Express Bundle or EBA version 5.0.

See document 15.797.116 to install and setup the Express Bundle.

See document 17.379.904 to install and setup EBA version 5.0.

a. Run the metadata setup program "Setup_EBA_EXT_METADATA_EN.exe" to install the new 

standard metadata database. The Product Updater places this program in the EBA folder, in the 

installation directory (for example: C:\Program Files\Exact Software\EBA).

If you do not have customized EBA Metadata, then use the setup program option to replace 

your active metadata with the new metadata, as described in document 17.379.904.

If you have customized EBA Metadata use the EBA System Admin program to merge in the 

metadata updates to your active metadata database. This process is described in greater 

detail in document 17.379.904.

b. Install new standard templates (standard content) to the EBA Object Repository. You should 

save copies of any customized standard content before doing this. This process is described in 

greater detail in document 15.797.116.

2. Download and install an updated Exact Macola ES license voucher. You can download an updated 

license from the Customer Portal through a document attached to your customer card. When the 

updated license is applied, you will see an EBA tab and find several new EBA access points from 

within your Exact Macola ES menu system.

You must download and install Exact Macola ES version ES9.5 or later to take advantage of Express 

User Interface. If you have previously licensed EBA, you will gain Express Users to complement 

purchased licenses for Power Users and/or Standard Users (previously Consumer Users).

For short on-demand training about the Express User Interface, click Exact EBA On-Demand Training 

for EBA Express User (log in may be required). (This document opens in a new window.) This on-

demand training video demonstrates how to open the available standard views; use the data filtering 

tools; create standard reports and graphs; and export data to Microsoft Excel or a PDF file.
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For a detailed list of features and corrections for EBA version 5.0, read document 17.851.038. (This 

document opens in a new window.)

When setting up views in EBA, refer to the EBA Mapping Guide, document 18.206.371. (This document 

opens in a new window.)

KnowledgeSync Event Manager

The current version of KnowledgeSync Event Manager (release 8.2f) is compatible with Exact Macola ES 

ES9.6.700. For more information, see document 19.554.908. (This document opens in a new window.)

Supported Platforms

For the current list of Exact Macola ES supported platforms, read document 17.218.227. (This 

document opens in a new window.)

Database Optimizer

Exact Macola ES Database Optimizer (document 04.663.677) -- When you update Exact Macola ES, if 

the database needs to be synchronized, the Database Optimizer runs.

Exact Macola ES with Integrated Exact Synergy

If you are using Exact Synergy with Exact Macola ES, please update in the following order:

1. Update Exact Macola ES, but do not open Exact Macola ES when prompted.

2. Update Exact Synergy, but do not open Exact Synergy when prompted.

3. Open Exact Macola ES, allowing the database optimizer to run, if needed. You can open Exact 

Synergy after the Exact Macola ES database optimizer has finished.

Instructions to update to Exact Synergy ES9.6.700 are in document 27.163.725.

Exact Macola InterConnect 9.5

For customers using Exact Macola InterConnect product version 2008.2.3.29 or earlier versions, 

updating your Exact Synergy version ES9.6.700 installs Exact Macola InterConnect version 9.5 and 

uninstall the previous InterConnect product.

A new license file is required to run the Exact Macola InterConnect product. Do not update until you 

have installed the new license file.

For additional information about Exact InterConnect, refer to the Exact Macola InterConnect release 

notes in document 19.023.742 (This document opens in a new window.)

Exact Synergy Enterprise

The update to Exact Macola ES version ES9.6.700 does not require an update to Exact Synergy 

Enterprise. The release of Exact Synergy Enterprise available at the release of Exact Macola ES version 

ES9.6.700 is release 255. 

Exact InterConnect for Macola and Synergy Enterprise
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The update to Exact Macola ES version ES9.6.700 does not require an update to Exact InterConnect for 

Macola. The latest supported release of Exact Synergy Enterprise for Exact Macola ES version 

ES9.6.700 is release 256.

Troubleshooting

When updating, if you receive a message "Incompatible Internet Explorer setting", read document 

15.950.306 for a resolution.

Disclaimer: Despite the continued efforts of Exact to ensure that the information in this document is as 

complete and up-to-date as possible, Exact can not be held accountable for the correctness and/or 

completeness and/or specific applicability of the published and/or requested information in this 

document. Exact shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential 

damages, lost profits or for business interruption arising out of the use of this document. The extraction 

and use of information from this document remains at all times completely within the user's own risk.
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